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The ancient art of body painting assumes new lease of life in this assortment of attractive
tattoos. Included are 4 large henna-colored styles depicting clusters of flowers and leafy
tendrils.
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simple henna stay on tattoos this is not a paperback book filled with designs for a person to
learn and copy. that is a pamphlet of 4 henna stick on tattoos.my mistake was not actually
looking at the picture where it clearly states "4 safe, waterproof designs".. Fast and simple! the
company will make that a bit more apparent, but also for 1 dollar and 60 cents its just what i
will have expected.I put one one along with my foot and smudged the edge because I didn't
get my hands completely dry out before applying. One Star Just 4 tattoos and small too not
worth the asking price Five Stars great product Tattoos Plenty of good tats. If you wear it your
upper arm then it could last for weeks. Gorgeous patterns Pretty designs. the 4th isnt so
different from the types shown. I needed something temporary since genuine henna looks
best for weekly before fading and then it starts looking weird and it takes weeks to go away
completely.. shipping was super fast which is definitely also a plus.. I believe I gave this to a
friend.. none of this clumping/wet peel-i-ness stuff. Fast and simple Professional Looking
Henna Design I browse the reviews beforehand so I knew what We was engaging in (thanks
amazon reviewers). This is simply not a real henna/mehndi kit. It is a couple of 4 tattoos that
are short-term. Temporary depends on where you put the tattoo.. Thank you. Don't spect to
sill have them on your own skin after getting up the very next day because they'll easily fade
with the blankets and you will be very blurry he following day. Great and simple to use!I was
very pleased with the outcomes and it appeared as if I acquired my henna done
professionally.i wouldnt purchase this again, but i would suggest the company to someone
looking for something like this. also, actual henna requires you or the main one who's
performing it that you can know how to make designs and patterns. Small + few This is a small
book in the first place (approx. I don't possess enough time or patience for this and having an
active toddler to perform after doesn't give me so enough time to spare.We was happy that I
could have henna on my hands for two days and then remove it. If I could give more stars, I
would. i believed i was obtaining a book. Cute but don't last greater than a day Honestly, the
designs are beautiful and appearance very nice you however the moment something
SLIGHTLY rubs against your skin layer they fade.Application was a breeze. Once it's
performed, it takes at least 3 to 4 4 hours for this to dry and occur so you can't do anything
until you take the henna off. 4"x6"), and both pages that contain the "tattoos" are even smaller
yet; they are the elevation of the reserve and 3" wide. I purchased the butterfly one as well and
I can't wait to rate it 5 celebrities.the tattoos have become simple floral designs. Very
Impressed I purchased these for my close friends wedding now I must admit I've had
temporary tattoos just before and by the finish of the night they have rubbed off or came off in
the water.. Easy removal: any kind of tape.follow instructions.i let my 4 yr old daughter keep
these things and she was quite stoked... Anna Pomaska is certainly a genius intuned with such
creativeness that I cannot placed into words. The detail has gone out of this world. I would
recommend anyone looking to observe how beautiful the world of henna cultural/Eastern
influence- to order some of Anna's Henna items available. Know what you are getting to avoid
disappointment. I will be purchasing this product when I need to perform henna on my hands
once again. If you wear it your palms ( like I did so) it will last for a day time or two. If I ever
made the decision to get a real tattoo, I believe I would use her design for the artist to use. I
am just stunned at the fine detail and the beauty she provides. Thank you so very much! All I
experienced to do was slice out the design, put it facing down on my palm and rub the trunk
with a wet towel and place pressure on it for approximately 30 seconds and then slowly
remove the design as tattoo gets transferred. Easy to use... So Pretty. I utilized a wet dish
sponge as the compress. 3 of the 4 are shown on the cover. they came out nice on your skin

too. However, it wasn't that noticeable, and the transfer appeared great. When I wore these
tattoos I was so worried that they might be gone by the finish of the night. They stayed on and
didn't rub off. The tattoos are decent, however, not what I believed I was getting. Three Stars
Not awful for the price.. I actually thought I was ordering stencils for henna styles . It lasted for
over weekly until I was crawling over the floor covering and rubbed a few of it off.. I actually
thought I was ordering stencils for henna designs. Even in drinking water they stayed on.
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